TO: Honorable George Tenet  
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld  
SUBJECT: JITF - CT

Thanks for coming over here today. It was helpful.

I have these additional thoughts:

1. From everything I hear, CTC is too small to do a 24-7 job.

2. Admiral Wilson came to see me and has a proposal, which Joan Dempsey is familiar with. Here are the charts. I have asked Rich Haver, and possibly Steve Cambone, to come over with Wilson and brief you on it. I don’t want him to go ahead until I know what you think about it and that it is going to fit. I don’t know what I will ultimately decide ought to be done, but I sure don’t want to go forward with this until I know what you think about it and we have a good sense of where we are going together.

Thanks.

Attach.  
Briefing slides: JITF – CT: Supporting a Unified National CT Campaign
JITF - CT
(Joint Intelligence Task Force - Combating Terrorism)

Supporting a Unified National CT Campaign
Purpose

- Support Aggressive Campaign to Defeat Terrorism (Offense)
- Provide Warning for Force Protection and Homeland Security (Defense)
- Establish Single Focused Effort (Responsibility and Accountability)
Mission

Generate actionable intelligence to drive planning and operations by exposing and exploiting terrorist vulnerabilities.
Envisioned Organization

- **Site:** DIA (Boiling AFB)
  - Reconfigured Now
  - Designed into New Building

- **Size:** Projected 700 (Present 150)

- **Participation**
  - Embedded Capability from NSA, NIMA, CTC, FBI, FAA, Services
  - Deployed Capability to Commands, CTC, FBI

- **State of the Art Technology**
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Chief, ROD, ESD, MHS
So What Do You Get?

- Fundamental Shift in DoD Intelligence Focus and Priorities
- DoD Leadership Role
- Aggressive Campaign Focus
- Access to All information

Changed Approach for a Changed World
Immediate Actions:

- Accelerate/Enlarge On-going Terrorism Upgrades
- Ensure Access to ALL Data Flow - CIA, NSA, FBI, DOS, DOT
- Commit Resources Now